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Expansion of a universe, which on the average is isotropic, is considered at the stage of applicability 
of the equation of state p = E/3. A high-frequency expansion of the Einstein equations is carried out 
under the assumption that the characteristic wavelengths of the metric deviations from an isotropic 
one are much smaller than the radius of curvature. Averaging of the derived equations over large 
scales yields the deviation of the universe expansion from the isotropic Friedmann solution, owing to 
the reaction of high-frequency metric perturbations. The dependence of the metric perturbation 
amplitudes in the case of high-frequency expansion differs by a logarithmically slowly varying factor 
from that obtained from an analysis of linear perturbations. 

Different model assumptions are used in the de
scription of the universe during different stages of its 
expansion. Complete homogeneity and isotropy lead to 
Friedmann models. A study of homogeneous anisotropic 
models during earlier stages of expansion reveals the 
possibility of an oscillatory approach to the singularity 
(Belinskii, E. M. Lifshitz, Khalatnikov[l]). 

As is well known [2], the general solution of Ein
stein's equations should contain eight coordinate func
tions; four describe the distribution of the denSity and 
velocity of matter at a fixed instant of time, and the 
four others remain the initial conditions for the gravi
tational field that is not connected with the matrix-
for gravitational waves. It is therefore obvious before
hand that any model with artificial limitations is un
stable. This is particularly clearly pronounced when 
the singularity is approached. An analysis of linear 
perturbations of a Friedmann world (E. M. Lifshitz[3]) 
shows that when the cosmological time I} is decreased, 
the amplitudes of the high-frequency perturbations of all 
three types (scalar cc 1}-2, vector cc 1f l, and tensor cc 1}-1) 

increase. In final analysis, it is precisely this increase 
which causes the transition to the oscillatory approach to 
the singularity (general solution [4]). 

So far no one has succeeded in connecting the parame
ters of the oscillatory regime of the amplitude of the 
perturbations of the isotropic world. A study of the iso
tropization of homogeneous cosmological models, con
nected with inclusion of matter, has no bearing on the 
general solutions, since there is not enough leeway in 
the initial conditions for the homogeneous models. 

Einstein's equations are nonlinear. Most nonlinear 
systems are subject to stochastization [5]. This sto
chastization consists in the fact that the system, after 
the lapse of a time equal in order of magnitude to the 
characteristic time of its development, forgets its 
initial conditions. If they are included in a fixed volume 
of phase space at the initial instant of time, then after 
the stochastization time this initial phase volume 
spreads out, with a certain probability density, over 
the entire phase space. This circumstance uncovers a 
possibility of statistically describing such systems. A 
clear-cut physical example of stochastization is tur
bulence that arises mathematically as a result of the 
instability of degenerate (laminar) solutions of the equa
tions of hydrodynamics. 

From this point of view, the question of the initial 
conditions in cosmology is to a certain degree mean-
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ingless: the initial conditions are random functions of 
the coordinates. On the other hand, interest attaches 
only to characteristics averaged over space, such as 
correlation functions and spectral densities. In the 
present paper it is assumed that isotropy holds in the 
mean, i.e., the averaging will be carried out with the 
aid of the base metric of homogeneous and isotropic 
space. 

The problem consists of finding such spectra of 
cosmological perturbations of the base metric, which 
develop in the nonlinear region as a result of stochasti
zation, and are therefore self- consistent. Their subse
quent evolution during the linear stage changes their 
amplitudes only in a known manner. Since an isotropiC 
base space is chosen, self- consistency requires that 
the density of the spectra obtained as a result of the 
solution of the problem not increase too rapidly with 
increasing wavelength, to values commensurate with 
the average scale factor. Namely, we assume that the 
perturbation spectra, which depend on the dimensionless 
wave number n, are such that the essential region in the 
integration over phase space d3n are wave numbers of 
order 110, which we shall assume to be much larger than 
unityl) . 

A high~frequency expansion of Einstein's equations 
was first carried out by Brill and Hartle[6] and by 
Isaacson[7] for problems of a different kind. Its gist 
lies in the fact that the Einstein-equation terms contain
ing second derivatives of the high-frequency increments 
to the smooth base metric are relatively large. In the 
high-frequency expansion in cosmology near a singu
larity, however, it is necessary to distinguish essentially 
between the temporal and spatial derivatives. Namely, 
it turns out that the parameter with respect to which it 
is possible to expand the Einstein equations is (1101))-1 
«1. 

We represent the space time metric in the form 
ds' = r'('T]) [d'T]' - 1., (x, 'T])dx"dx']' 

1 1 y 1., = a.,(x)+ 7'P.,(x, 'T]) +z,:;-'P.'Py , + ... , 

where aa{3 is the isotropic-space metric with the aid 
of which the indices of the functions 'Pa{3 are raised 
and lowered. The powers of r were separated in front 
of 'P a{3 to facilitate the estimates, because the ampli
tudes of the gravitational waves and of the rotational 
perturbations are proportional to r- l . We use in the 
estimates the Friedmann expansion law r'" ~1) for an 
equation of state p = E/3. 
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Terms of zeroth order (in powers of rp) in Ein
stein's equations for the mixed components are equal 
to r-21)-2. The largest term of first order contains two 
differentiations and therefore have the quantity ~r-3rp. 
The largest terms, which are quadratic in powers of rp, 
are of order ~r-4rp2. The instant 1)0 of the onset of the 
essential nonlinearity is determined by the condition 
that all the terms of the expansion become of the same 
order. Comparison of the orders of magnitude of these 
terms at 1)-1)0 yields 

Thus, the principal terms -noR021) - 3 in the Einstein 
equations are those linear in rp and containing two high
frequency differentiations. The terms of next order 
R0 21)-4 result: 1) from the terms of zeroth order in rp, 
2) from terms linear in rp and containing one high
frequency (-no) and one smooth (_1)-1) differentiation, 
and 3) from terms quadratic in rp and containing two 
differentiations -no. As will be shown below, the pre
sented estimates pertain to increments of the tensor 
and vector type, while the scalar ones are of one order 
lower in (no1))-1. Finally, terms of magnitude R0 2nO"11)-5 
and of higher order in (no1)r1 are of no interest to us. 

It must be emphasized beforehand that the result 
of this expansion does not coincide with the linear 
analysis of E. M. Lifshitz[S], since the amplitudes of 
the perturbations are considered in it to be so small 
that any quadratic term is much smaller than the 
linear terms; in our case, on the other hand, the order 
of magnitude of the amplitudes is determined by the 
instant 1)0 when the essential nonlinearity sets in. 
On the other hand, as seen from the estimates, the 
terms of zeroth order in rp, which determine the time 
dependence of the scale factor r(1)), are of the same 
order of magnitude as the terms quadratic in rp. This 
makes it possible to establish for the expansion of the 
world a law that differs more from the Friedmann law 
the closer the time is to the instant 1)0. 

The region of applicability of the asymptotic oscilla
tory solution of Belinski'l, E. M. Lifshitz, and Khalat
nikov (see Fig. 1), can be determined in this formula
tion of the problem from similar qualitative consider
ations. As seen from the derivation of the equations de
scribing the general solution [4], most spatial derivatives 
in Einstein's equations are neglected in comparison with 
the time derivatives. If the characteristic wave num
ber does not change too strongly on passing through the 
region 1) -1)0, then the onset of the asymptotic oscilla-

I.n(,/~.) 

FIG. I. Regions of applicability: I-of the general solution of 
BelinskiY, E. M. Lifshitz, and Khalatnikov n1/ ~ I; thick line-homoge
neous models; II-of high-frequency expansion of the present paper: 
n1/ ~ 1,1/0 - n~l ~ 1/ ~ I; III-of the Friedmann solution with perturba
tions. 
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tory regime requires the satisfaction of the relation 
1)« lin -1)0' 

It is interesting to note that the simultaneous energy 
density of gravitational waves of cosmological origin, 
estimated with allowance for rp - nO" 1Ro, does not depend 
on the parameter no and is equal to 

Here r-1028 cm is the present-day value of the scale 
factor, and Ro - 1025 cm. This value of the gravitational
wave energy density is close in order of magnitude to 
the energy density of the relict black radiation (T = 
2.7°K): Er = 4aT4/c=4.05 x 10- 13 erg/cm3. 

1. CORRELATION RELATIONS 

We consider the average, over the asymptotic space, 
of a product of arbitrary symmetrical tensors- random 
functions of the coordinates - taken at different points 
of space: 

<t!(x)t:(x+R) =F~~(R). (l.1) 

The symmetry of the left-hand side of (l.1) leads to the 
conclusion that the tensor F~~ is expressed in terms of 

five scalar functions of R= I RI, corresponding to the 
number of independent scalar projections: F1 = F~~ 

p. =R.IR. 

We expand the tensor ~(x) in a Fourier integral 

.f! (x)=(2n)-' J t! (n)e'n'd'n. (l.2) 

Substituting this expansion in (l.1), we easily verify that 
in order for the correlator F~A to depend only on R, it is 
necessary to have 

<t!(n)i: (nt) = F:: (n)6(n - nt), 

F!~ (R) = (2n) -, J F!! (n) e'nR d'n. 

(l.3) 

(1.4) 

The function F~~(n)-the spectral density-can be 
expressed, in analogy with the correlator, in terms of 
five scalar spectra, functions of n = I nl. We write this 
expansion in the form 

n'F:,' (n)= A (n)6!6:+ E(n) (6!",,,' + 6,'".,,') + B(n)"."'",,,· 

+ C(n) (6:",,,, + 6:".,,' + a.,,,',,' + a"".", - 4"."'",,,') (1.5) 

+ D (n) (-6!6: + 6:6: + a.ya" + 6!",,,' + 6;".", - 6:",,,, - 6~".v' 

This choice of the expansion is connected with the rep
resentation f~(n) in the form of a sum of terms of three 
types: scalar, vector, and tensor: 

I.(n)= a(n)6! + b(n)".,,' + c.(n),,· + c'(n)v. + d!(n), 
(l.6) 

This representation corresponds to E. M. Lifshitz's[S] 
expansion of the metric perturbation into scalar and 
rotational perturbations and gravitational waves. The 
quadratic mean va"lues of the random functions a(n) , 
b(n), ca(n), and d~(n) are expressed in terms of the 
scalar spectra 

<a(n)~(n,» =A(n)n-'6(n-n,). 

<b (n) b(n,) = B(n)n-'6(n - n,). 

<a(n)b(n,» = E(n)n-'6(n - n,). 

<c. (n)~' (n,) = C (n) n-'v!6 (n - n,). 

<d!(n)d: (n,) = D(n)n-'u!~6(n - n,). <a (n)~. (nt) 
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e er.'.~ tb 
= (b (n) c. (n,) > = <a(n) do (n,) > = <b (n) d. (n,) > = <c. (n) dv (n,) > = 0, 

(1.7) 

Thus, the isotropy in the mean leads to the absence of 
crossing average tensors of different types. Omitting 
the simple derivation we write down the expressions 
connecting the scalar projections F I , ... , F5 and the 
spectra A(n), B(n), C(n), D(n), E(n): 

F (R) = _1_ ~S (!JA + 6E + B) sin nR dn 
1 2rt2o nR' 

1 S'~ [ sinnR F,(R)=- (3A +E)--
2n' 0 nR 

( ) ( sin nR 2 cos nR 2 sin nR ) ] 
+ 3E+B ~-~+(;Ji)' dn, 

1 S~ [ sin nR ( sin nR 2 cos nR 
F,(R)=-. -, (A+D)--+(2E+4C-2D) ----,-,-

Zn' "nR nR (nR)" 

+ 2sinnR.) +(B-4C+D) (SinnR + 4cos~ (1.8) 
(nR)' nR (nR)' 

12 sin nR 
(nR)" 

24 cos nR 24 sin nR)] 
(nR)' + (nR)5 dn, 

1 S [ sin nR F,(R)=-, (3A-C)-~ 
2:'1 2 .. nR 

( sinnR 2cos nR 2 sin nR )] 
+(2E+B+C-2D) ------+~- <in 

IIR (nR)' (nR) 3 ' 

F,(R)=~ ~r (3A +2E+B+4C+4D) sinnR dn. 
271 0 nR 

The eight coordinate functions of the general solution 
of Einstein's equations could yield in principle 28 cor
relation functions. The assumption of the isotropy of 
space in the mean limits their number to five. 

2. EXPANSION OF EINSTEIN'S EQUATIONS IN 
POWERS OF (no77,-1 

We shall use the equation of state p = C:/3, and effect 
the operation of raising the indices with the aid of the 
positive-definite metric yCl{3=_r2gCl {3. We introduce the 
tensor ACl{3 = y::r{3 == fly Cl{3/ fl1). Then Einstein's equations 
take the form 

R: = :' (r" - rr") - 2~' Ie' - ;;, I. - 4~ t.~t.: = -¥- ( 4 ~,: - 1), (2.1) 

o 1, 4xe 
R. = T,:2(Ie.;, - I.;.) = ~ uou., (2.2) 

f> 1 ~ 6: " '2 1 ,., r' ~ t..t..! 
R.=--P.--(rr +r )--1.. --, (2t..+M.)---

r' r' 2r' 2r' 41" 

xe (I. uau" ~) =--3 ,,-;:;-+60 • (2.3) 

We express the energy denSity c: of the matter and 
the velocity components Uo and UCl in terms of R~, and 
consequently in terms of the metric tensor. We pu\ 

z,: = -R:R: feR: )'; Z = Z:> o. 
Then Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), together with the condition 

u,u' = ~(u~ - u.u·) = 1 
r' 

yield 

xe = R: [(4 - 3Z)'" -1]"" R: (1-3Zf4), (2.4) 

Uo' = 1"[2 - Z + (4 - 3Z) '1']/4(1- Z) '" 1"(1 + 9Z/16) , (2.5) 

uau" = r'[ -2 + 3Z + (4 - 3Z) "']/4(1 - Z) '" 9r'Z/16. (2,6) 
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We have presented the first terms of the expansion in 
powers of Z. Since c:>0 and ~>O,wehave O<Z<1. 

Equation (2.3) serves to determine the metric tensor, 
and when account is taken of (2.4)-(2.6), it takes the 
form 

We note that the fraction in the right-hand side of 
(2.7) ranges merely from 3/4 at Z=O to unity at 
Z.= 1, and the contraction of (2.7) yields, as it should, 
RI = Rg + R8 = O. 

We now represent the tensor YCl{3 in the form of a 
sum of an isotropic basic metric aCl{3 and an arbitrary 
metric that depends on the spatial coordinates and on 1) : 

1., = a., (x) + h., (x, 1']), 

and raise the indices with the aid of aCl {3. The contra
variant metric tensor y Cl {3 is written in the form 

1" = ;'0' + Ho'(x, 1']). 

Then the condition YCl{3y{3 6 = 6& yields an equation con
necting ~ and H~: 

It is most convenient to expand Einstein's equations 
in powers of the function r-Icp~ (which coincides in the 
linear approximation with h~ "'-H~), so that (cp~) = O. 
To determine this function it is necessary to impose an 
additional condition on the mean values (h~) and (H~). 
We choose this condition to be that the co- and contra
variant metric tensors YCl{3 and yCl{3 be on a par: 

<h~> = <H!>. (2.8) 

Using these relations, we express everything in terms 
of the tensor cp~: 

,_ 1 '.L 1 ., 1 V'" 
h. - -;- '1'. , T,:2 'I'.'!!v - s;:;- 'I'.'I'v '1'.'1'. + ... , 

, 1~ 1.~ l v •• ' 
H. = ~ -;-'1'0 +T,:2'1"'I'v - S;:;-'I'o'l', '1', '1'. + ... : (2.9) 

, (1 ') 1 ,'f ". 1 v ( • 1) • Ie. =;:-'1'. + Z;:;-('I"'I'. - '1'. '1',) - 2rZ '1'. '1', -;- '1'. + ... , 

liS' 1.1 v " In 1 = I.. d1'] = const + -;- '1'. - 6r' '1'.'1', '1'. + .... 

We substitute the obtained expansions in the equation 
for the metric tensor (2.7), and retain in it terms up to 
second order in cp~ inclusive, containing not less than 
two differentiations in second order, This produces in 
the right-hand side of (2.7) a denominator 

, ., 
1/3r2ROO = r'2 - rr" - i/6rffJrJ.a - 1/2~fPa' fP1a. = w. (2.10) 

The order of magnitude of the terms retained here, 
disregarding their coefficients, is the same. Thus, W 
has a regular component and a random part. Since the 
numerator of the right-hand side of (2.7) is quadratic 
in cp~, and since Roo is rigorously larger than zero 
and its random part has a small coefficient, we shall 
apprOXimately regard r 2Roo/3 as a regular function 
of W( 1)), equal to the mean value r2(Roo)/3. 

We change over to the Fourier representation; in 
this case the covariant derivatives are transformed as 
ordinary quotients, since 
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r~o - 1 are Christoffel symbols calculated with the 
metric aaf3. The terms quadratic in rp~ in the Fourier 
representations take the form 

[rp~'P: l. = S (2,,)-' d'i d'm 6(n -1- m)'P:(I)<jl~ (m), 

As a result, the equation for the increments to the 
metric takes the form 

'" 6. (" 2r' , ) , ," • <jl. + 3" 'P + -r-'P + n''P. - n.n 'P, - n'n,'P. + n.n''P+4r''6.(2,,)'6(n) 

1 S {a" -, b '" , _ " 6~ Y _ 'II 2 V , =2, dr 'P. rp'-'P.iji, -<prp. -3<P, <p, -n<p.iji, 

+ n'n,<p~(i'; + n.n 'rp; ijit + 2n,rp; (iji!m' - iji:m' - iji"m.) 
(2.11) 

-('P.,I' - <p:I, - rp; I.) (iji;m' - iji;m' - iji"m,) } 

" 6' " , -, iji , 
c<~~SdrL'[(~,') I,-(~) 1.][(:') m'-(--;:-) m'] 

- [ ( .~~) 'I, - (';:-) 'l, ] [ ( ~:) 'm' - ( ~-) , m' ]} , 

Here dr=(21Tr 3d3ld3mo(n-l- m); rp~under the integral 
~1n has the argument 1, and the tensors with the tilde 
rp a depend on m. 

The term proportional to o(n) , which is the zeroth 
approximation in rpf3, leads to the Friedmann solution a 
r(1)= R01)' The solution of Eq. (2.11) in the linear ap
proximation (neglecting the right-hand side) was ob
tained by E. M. Lifshitz. If we represent rpf3(n) in the a 
form (1.6)- expansion by types-then the equations for 
ca(n) and d~(n) are obtained directly, and for the equa-

tions describing the functions a(n) and b(n) it is nec
essary to take the scalar projections of the left-hand 
side of (2.11), which is multiplied by o~ and va vf3. 

E. M. Lifshitz's solution at p= €/3 and n1)>> 1 is2 ) 

rp~ (n, 1]) = (6! + ,'.v')Q(n) 1]-' exp {;n1]li3} + S.(n)v' + S'(n),'. + G~(n)ei"', 
(2.12) 

To abbreviate the notation, we have not written out the 
complex-conjugate terms. The perturbations (2.12) are 
the general solution of Einstein's equation, since they 
contain eight arbitrary but small functions. The condi
tion for applicability of (2.12) is that the functions Q(n), 
Sa(n) , and G~(n) be small enough to neglect the right-

hand side of (2.11), i.e., 

RoQ(no) ~ n: S Q'(I)d'l- n:Q'(no), IS. (no) I~ r-' 5 S,S'd'l 

, . ' (2.13) IG.(no) I~ r-'IG.(n,,) I'no, 

no is the characteristic wave number of the functions 
Q(n) , Sa(n), and G~(n). 

The difference between the criterion for the appli
cability of Q(n) and the inequalities for Sa and G'fJ is a 
connected with the tensor structure of the second inte
gral in (2.11), an integral that stems fr'om the right
hand side of (2.7). It contains a small number of dif
ferentiations (four), but vanishes identically for the 
function ~ and gives the same order of magnitude for 

the terms quadratic in Sa as the first integral, since 
the vector perturbations do not depend on the time in 
the first-order approximation. 

We, to the contrary, will not assume that these in
equalities are satisfied and assume, in accordance with 
the Introduction, that the right and left hand sides of 
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(2.13) are of the same order of magnitude. Then the 
terms of principal (nO" 2R» order in (2.11) yield for the 
vector function ca(n, 1) and tensor function df3(n, a) a 
equations coinciding with the corresponding equations of 
the linear approximation. Their solutions are 

c.(n,1])=c.(n), 

We therefore seek a solution of the next-higher ap
proximation of (2.11) in the form 

<p!(n, Tj) = Y (1]) {d!(n) ein, + c. (nlv' + c'(n)v. 
(2.14) 

Here a(n) , b(n) , ca(n), and d~(n) are random functions, 
and the functions Y(1) and q(1), which are of the order of 
unity, separate the slow (Y'_1)-ly) dependence on 17. 
The orders of magnitude of the wave-vector functions 
are: a(no)-b(no)-ri05~, Ica(no)I-ld~(no)l-nO"4R>. 

Substituting the expansion in terms of the types (2.14) 
in (2.11), we obtain 

4rr" 6~ (2n)'6 (n) + yan'[ (1 - 2q") 6! + v.v'leinq + 2inry'd!e,n, 

- ybn'q"('/,6: + v.v')e in , = r S dr {d;il: ('/36!lm -I.m') 

+ c'il;n'n,n. - c'il!n,n,n' - c'a;n,n'n. + c'il:n,(2m' - n') 

+ c,a: (n'I' - n,l'n') - c'il;n, (n.l' + n'l.) + 2c'a:n,(n' - m') }e im, 

y'S dr (2.15) - 2 Z;;; {c.c'n,(n'l' -l'n') + c,c'n'(n'm. - m'n.) 

- c.C'n'l,m' - c,c'n,n'n.n' - 2c,O' (m'l.l' + m,l'm.m')} 

+ 8~ S dr lm{ 4Q"aa( l.m' - f6!I,m') ei(l+m)q - 2iq'r' (ac'l. + aCol' 

- 2ac'n,6~)efl' - r"(c.c' - t/,6~C,O')}. 

The functions without the tilde under the integral sign 
depend on 1, and those with the tilde depend on m. In 
the differentiation of the functions under the integral 
sign in (2.11) with respect to 1), we took into account 
only the rapidly-oscillating exponential dependence. 
The terms of prinCipal order in (no1)r1 cancel out, 
and all the terms of the equation (2.15) are of the 
order n03~. 

Let us examine the order of magnitude of the dis
carded terms. In the left-hand, linear part we have 
omitted the term rY"cavf3 _~nO"41)-1 and the term pro
portional to (br- 1)" which is of the same order of mag
nitude. The terms proportional to a and b from the 
first integral of (2.11) are also of the next order of mag
nitude in (no1)r 1. 

3. AVERAGING 

Equation (2.15) describes the behavior of the random 
functions in the high-frequency approximation. Physical 
interest attaches, however, not to the solution of this 
equation in the exact sense, but to a determination of 
the space-averaged characteristics of the random 
functions - spectra and correlators- and to a deter
mination of the time dependences of the scale factor 
r(1) and of the amplitude }(1). 

Following Sec. 1, it is necessary to average Eq. 
(2.15). Direct averaging yields an equation for the scale 
factor. In the right-hand, nonlinear part of (2.15), this 
gives rise to a factor o(n), which cancels out the 0-
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function of the zeroth-approximation term in the per
turbations. It turns out that in this averaging, a nonzero 
contribution of the required order from the quadratic 
part of the equation can be made only by the first term 
under the integral sign in (2.15): 

y' S d'ld'm "( 1 ~ I.m~) - --b(n-I-m)D(l)B(l+m)u,. -6.--
2 (2n)' 3 1m 

= 31(~:~', <5 (n) 6: j D (I) I' dl. 

As a result, the equation for the scale factor (the radius 
of curvature) takes the form 

rr" =~Y's~ D(l)l'dl (3.1) 
3(2n)' 0 • 

Returning to the definition of W(If) as the mean value 
r2Roo/3, we substitute in (2.10) the expansion over the 
types (2.14) and average. It turns out here that only the 
integral that enters in (3.1) is retained in the required 
order in (no11fl. As a result we have 

W(I']) = r" - '/,rr". (3.2) 

To obtain equations for the spectra we multiply Eq. 
(2.15) by similar complex-conjugate (~)-equation with 
argument nl (the linear part by the linear and the 
quadratic by the quadratic). After averaging the 
obtained expressions, we use the definitions of the 
spectra (1.7). The five scalar projections of this 

(~~) equation will indeed be the scalar equations 
of the spectra. In practice it is more convenient 
to obtain them directly. To this end we multiply 
(2.15) by: 1) 6~, 2) va v(3' 3) 1l{3. The results are 

designated by <1\, <Ill, and ~a, and Eq. (2.15) itself 
by qI3 • By multiplying and averaging we then obtain 
five i'fidependent equations: 

(<D 1<D), (cDl<1~>, (<Dz<D z>, ($a;q,o:), (11):<1;>. 
In the right-hand sides of these equations there ap

pear integrals of the mean values of the four random 
functions. The random functions cpf3 have GaUSSian dis-a 
tributions at least in the principal approximation in 
(nol)r 1. We shall use the law for the separation of the 
mean product of four functions into paired averages, 
which holds true for Gaussian random functions. For 
example, for the tensor type this takes the form 

<a! (IJd~ (m t ) J: (rn2) J: (12) 

=D(I,)D(m,) [u!~ (l<lu~; (m,)Il(I,-m,)<5(m,-I,) 

+ u:: (I,) u:: (m,) <5 (I, -I,) <5 (m, - m,) J. 
We decouple analogously also the groups of four aver
age functions a and Ca and the mixed averages 

f3* 6* K * f3 (cadvc dE) and (acaac ), which result from the inte-
grals of the right-hand side of (2.15). All the cross
over mean values of the different integrals (2.15) vanish 
because of the identical vanishing of the majority of the 
mixed mean values in (1.7). 

With such an averaging of (2.15), the rapidly-oscil
lating exponentials vanish when multiplied by the com
plex-conjugates, and we are left as a result with a 
system of five nonlinear integral equations for the 
spectra. The calculation of the kernels of the integrals 
is quite cumbersome, but entails no fundamental diffi
culties. 

Since the right-hand side of (2.15) does not contain 
the function b(n), the nonlinear part of the obtained 
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system does not contain the spectra B(n) and E(n). 
After eliminating them from the left-hand sides of the 
equations, we are left with a system of three equations 
for the spectra A(n), C(n), and D(n). In this region, 
where we can approximately assume 

W (r') -, = 1-3rr" /2r" "" const, 
q' /1" "" const, 

it is possible to separate the temporal and spatial 
variables in this system. For functions that depend 
on the time there arises (together with (3.1)) the fol
lowing system of equations: 

rr" = R02kk i 2 ,,(\ r( = Hok1'Y,'l., 
1-ilq"=k'1'. (3.3) 

We have introduced symbols for the dimensionless con
stants k > 0, kl and k2' which are numbers of the order 
of unity and are expressed in terms of integrals of the 
spectral functions. Their exact values cannot be deter
mined in the present theory. 

The parametric solution of the first two equations of 
the system (3.3) is given by 

I'] = n~' S f.-'e'd;, (3.4) 
, 

Here y is a parameter and RonO l and nOl are the in
tegration constants. 

The numerical value of the lower limit in the integral 
for 11 can be chosen arbitrarily and corresponds to the 
choice of the origin of the time. The usually assumed 
time origin at the singularity is not suitable here, since 
the solution written out has no singularities at all. The 
reason, however, is that the region of applicability of 
(3.4) is l)>>nO l and r» Ron;l,which reduces to y>k 
owing to the exponential character of the dependence on y. 

To satisfy the conditions 

W/r" "" const, q'/r' "" const 

we must have y» 1. At y» 1, the following asymptotic 
formula holds true 

1']",,_1_e'(1+~+ k(k+1) +k(k+1)(k+2) + ... ). (3.5) 
noY' Y y' y' 

We see therefore that the expansion of the world obeys 
asymptotically the Friedmann law r = Ro1J (see Fig. 2). 
It is of interest to note that the synchronous time (dt 
= rd11 / c) depends on the parameter y in the same manner 
as 11, but with doubling of the constant k: 

R ' 
t = -.-S s-"e" dt 

nr/'C 1 

(3.6) 

Since y increases monotonically with increasing y, 
it follows from the third equation of (3.3) that at suffi
ciently large 11 the function q(11) approaches the value 
1)/.)3. (The integration constant is an inessential phase 
factor of the exponential in (2.14». This q(1J) depen
dence is known from the analysis of linear perturba
tions and reflects the fact that the scalar high-frequency 
perturbations constitute an aco~tic wave propagating 
with velocity u = (dp/ dE)l/2 = 1N 3. 

The system of linear integral equations for the spec
tra, which remains after separating the variables, 
makes it possible in principle to determine A(n), C(n), 
and D(n). Their asymptotic behavior at n« no (but 
n»1J-l) is clear already from (2.15): 

A. V. Byalko 

A (n) ~ n'(a'(n» ~ B(n) ~ E(n) ~ n-', 

ern) ~ n'(ca(n)ca(n) > ~ D(n) ~ const. 
(3.7) 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the curvature radius r(7) in the case k = 1-
thick line (nor/Ro = eY /y, no7) = Ei(y)-Ei(l); the numbers along the 
curve are the values of the parameter y. The dashed curve is the solution 
of (3.4) outside the region of its applicability. The thin line is the Fried
mann law of expansion at p = e/3: r = Ro7). 

Returning to the correlation functions (1.8), we note that 
all the F 1 , ••• , F5 are of the same order of magnitude, 
since the integrals of the scalar spectra should be cut 
off from below at n - '1)-1. 

The time dependences of the curvature radius and of 
the perturbation amplitudes, obtained from the high
frequency expansion, differ from the dependences of the 
linear case by a logarithmically slowly varying function. 
Another important result of the work is that the Fried
mann expansion law is patently not applicable already at 
time to corresponding to 'T}e. Its numerical value can 
be quite large. For example, at no-106 we have 
to-Ron;2c-I-102 sec. 

A rigorous analysis of the behavior of the world at 
earlier stages of the expansion should contain an analy
sis in the region T} - T}e. A perfectly realistic possibility 
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is that at 1/- T}e an oscillatory approach to the singularity 
sets in as a general solution that is isotropiC in the 
mean. On the other hand, the considered model does not 
exclude the possibility of a positive minimum of the 
function r('I)) and an asymptotic approach to the Fried
mann solution as 1/--"", in other words, a cosmologi
cal solution without a singularity. 

In conclusion, the author thanks V. A. BelinskiI, A. G. 
Doroshkevich,1. D. Novikov and 1. M. Khalatnikov for 
fruitful discussions. 

I) As follows from E. M. Lifshitz's paper [3], n are positive integers. How
ever, since no :;:. I, summation over n is replaced everywhere by integra
tion. 

2)1t should be noted that the pre-exponential 7)-1 dependence of the first 
term of (2.12) does not satisfy one of the scalar equations. 
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